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THE INNOVA BRAND

BRAND POSITIONING

The INNOVA brand is a symbol of products that represent the best in automotive test and tune 
tools in the marketplace today. Even with the entry of many competitors into the automotive tool 
market, the INNOVA brand has a strong history and strives to continue its connection with its 
customers by continuing to make innovative advancements in technology and by providing unique 
customized support through advanced diagnostic program access. 

The INNOVA brand has a unique opportunity to assert its expertise and innovative offerings into 
this arena of the marketplace. The new look and feel detailed in these guidelines both elevates and 
maintains the INNOVA brand in order to:

• Elevate the INNOVA product value to the consumer

• Differentiate the INNOVA brand from the competition

• Create a packaging consistency that makes the product easily recognizable on any shelf  

 making it easier to shop the INNOVA brand

• Enable repeat purchase consideration through easy product recognition

•  Provide a consistent look to the INNOVA packaging across categories

• The end result is a packaging system that creates long-term competitive advantage by 

 positively influencing consumer choice
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INNOVA LOGO

The INNOVA brand consists if the wordmark INNOVA with the red gradient circle centered inside 
of the letter “O” along with the registration mark ( ® ) at the top right, and the tag line “Automotive 
Made Easy” under the wordmark.

Primary | The Innova Logo with Tagline

Secondary | The Innova Logo

Alternate | The Innova Logo with solid red circle

               
Use only when gradients cannot be properly reproduced in certain printing processes.
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INNOVA LOGO | CLEAR SPACE

Proper use of clear space (margin) around the INNOVA logo is essential to maintaining consis-
tent usage and the established visual effect. Clear space, positioning, and other size requirements 
should be calculated using the width of the capital letter “N” as the unit of measure.  The logo 
should be separated on all sides from all other copy, photos, or illustrations by this clear space.  
The guideline is a minimum requirement and typically a greater space will be desirable.

INNOVA LOGO | MINIMUM SIZE REQUIREMENT

To maintain optical clarity and brand recognition, do not reduce the primary logo smaller than 1.5 
inches in width and 0.5 inch in height.  Secondary logos without the taglines should remain 1.5 
inches wide.

Use the width of the capital “N” as the standard unit of measure 

for calculating the clear space.

Dotted line indicates the clear space area.  

Keep this area clear of all other design 

elements.
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On black solid backgrounds, use the white 
logotype with the red gradient circle.

On dark solid backgrounds, use the white logo-
type with the red gradient circle.

Whether creating a design for print, web, or other medium, the INNOVA logo must always appear 
clearly noticeable on the background.  The logo must never blend-in with the background color.  
See below how the logo varies depending on the color of the background to provide sufficient 
contrast.

INNOVA LOGO | BACKGROUND SIGNATURE

Preferred logo use.

On light colored backgrounds, use the black 
logotype with the red gradient circle.
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Altered colors

Skewed shape

Missing elements

Altered ratio

GENERAL LOGO APPLICATION INFORMATION
•  The logo elements (logotype and red gradient circle) should never be used without the 

 other.

• Do not alter any portions of the logo files (i.e. ratio of height to width).

• The INNOVA logo should appear on the cover of all printed material and should be used in 

 the most visually domination location possible.

INNOVA LOGO | INCORRECT USAGE

INNOVA LOGO | USAGE

Competing elements, do not 
layer
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INNOVA COLORS

INNOVA BLACKPMS = 

Black c

CMYK = 0.0.0.100

RGB = 0.0.0

WEB = #000000

INNOVA RED

PMS = 186 c

CMYK = 0.100.81.4

RGB = 220.0.46

WEB = #DB0030

APPROVED COLOR FORMULAS
Consistent use of INNOVA’s corporate colors helps to build brand recognition in everything from 
print materials to signage and fleet graphics.

PANTONE 

The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is a commonly used system of color specifications. This is 

often referred to as a spot color. INNOVA’s primary colors (Pantone Black C, 186 C Red) are used as 

the baseline to which all color reproduction should be calibrated to.

CMYK 

Cyan, magenta, yellow and black are the process inks that most often are used in printed materials. 

This printing process is commonly referred to as full-color, or four-color process.

RGB 

Red, green and blue are the hues for light, used in computer screens.

HEX 

Hexadecimal code is designed for use HTML, CSS and other web applications.
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INNOVA COLORS | CORPORATE COLORS

Color Pantone® CMYK RGB Web | Hex Usage

Black c 0.0.0.100 0.0.0 #000000 Logo/Type

186 c 0.100.81.4 220.0.46 #DB0030 Logo/Type

Cool Gray 8 0.1.0.43 161.160.164 #A1A0A4 Background

Cool Gray 3 0.0.0.17 216.217.219 #D8D9DB Background

Color Pantone® CMYK RGB Web | Hex Usage

?

?

?

?

The Innova color palette consists of Pantone colors (PMS), process colors (CMYK), RGB, and Web 
Safe Hex color values. Tints of the specified colors are permitted, but should be used minimally, to 
keep continuity of the visual message.

Secondary Color Palette
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INNOVA TYPOGRAPHY

The Univers font family is the primary typeface used to communicate the Innova Brand. 
It is an easy to read sans serif and provides versatility in size, range and weight.

Univers Family | All weights

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,

SECONDARY TYPOGRAPHY
Helvetica Neue font family is the secondary choice to be used when either the primary font  
is unavailable or in combination with the primary font family.

Helvetica Neue Family | All weights

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,

ALTERNATE TYPOGRAPHY
When recommended fonts are unavailable.

Arial Family | All weights

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
!@#$%^&*():;”.,
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RED BAR

As seen in figure 1, the red bar should flow across the front of the artwork and be 0.75” in height.  
The red bar should also bleed over the top of the package. Gradient formula for red bar is:  
Dark Red = 0c, 100m, 100y, 50k, Light Red = 0c, 100m, 100y, 0k.

INNOVA BACKGROUND ELEMENTS

BRUSHED METAL BACKGROUND

The Innova Packaging background consists of two elements. A brushed metal vector background 
on top of a 00% black to 00% black gradient. The gradient begins with the darker percentage of 
color at the bottom ascending to the lighter percentage of the color at the top. The vector image  
is placed on top of the gradient using the Multiply blending effect. This background is to be used 
on all packaging front panels. The background can be acquired by contacting the Innova Design 
Department.
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographic Style

Photography is a important visual aspect of INNOVA packaging.  Product photography should con-
sist of a 3/4 view or a straight profile shot of the product and should showcase any important key 
features.  The consumer should be able to see the quality and detail that goes into INNOVA prod-
ucts.

Information Tab Photography

Information tab photography should consist of relevant detail images, of the product or stock pho-
tography, that help the consumer visualize the product, or how to use the product, more clearly. 

3150
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Product information is important because it tells the customer what they need to know about the 
product at a glance.  The product information on INNOVA packaging can be found on the sides and 
back panels, and can consists of type and photography.

Product information should include a primary product description, written in three languages, as 
well any important features of the product.  The information needs to be large enough to be easily 
readable, so that the consumer can make an informed decision about the product.
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TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT

Registered Trademark

Innova is a registered trademark. Use ® in superscript (a letter, figure, or symbol written or printed 

above the line) after initial reference to Innova® in every document.

•   The registered trademark in the logo should always remain at ?% of the size of the logo 

  and line up with the cap height (the height from the baseline to the top of the uppercase 

  letters in a font). The logo should never be altered at any time.

•   When the registered trademark is being used in a text format, the option to use an auto-

  matic superscript is preferred. If the superscript option is not available the registered trade-

  mark should be 6pts smaller than the size of the type and line up with the cap height.

Copyright Notices

•   All media and public communications should always carry the standard Innova copyright 

  notice: Copyright © 2013 ??????????. All rights reserved. | U.S. Patents: #6,687,584; 

  6,941,203; 6,947,816; other patents pending.

•   As Innova is compatible and licensed to work on Microsoft and Apple operating systems, 

  the following copyright notice should also be included whenever the Window’s or Mac log-

  os are used: Mac and the Mac logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 

  other countries. Windows is a trademark of the Microsoft group of companies. All other 

  trademarks are the property of their respective owners in the United States and other coun-

  tries.

Referencing Innova®

•   When listing the Innova website, always use a capital “I” as follows: www.Innova.com or 

  Innova.com

•   When listing the Innova toll-free phone number always use periods instead of dashes 

  or parenthesis. Always use 800.544.4124. If it is preferred to include actual phone number 

  as follows: 714.241.6802

•   When referencing Innova pricing, please contact Innova ??????? to obtain the correct price 

  format.

•   When referencing Innova, always use a capital “I”.
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Icons appear on the front of INNOVA packaging and are a prominent design feature.  Icons are 
important to include because they indicate the tool’s functions and what a consumer might expect 
to use this tool for.  Not all the icons are necessary to include, only ones that are relevant to the 
specific tool.

INNOVA ICONS

Check Oil Pressure             Service Vehicle             Check Engine Warning                    USB Update

          OBD1              Multi Language                  Quick Check          Live Data              Live Data Graph

          OBD2                                           Live Data                ABS Brake Warning          SRS Airbag Warning
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INNOVA DISPLAY SCREENS
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LANGUAGES

Product descriptions must always appear in three languages: English | French | Spanish.  All lan-
guages must appear in the same size and font weight (i.e. if English copy is in 10 point italics, than 
all other languages must also be in 10 point italics).  All copy should be larger enough to be legible.

Example of how three languages appear on INNOVA packaging.
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In 2014 Innova is launching a new line of packaging that has an intentional color signature  
and angled package with product die-cut designed for easy brand recognition and product visibil-
ity. Brushed Metallic Gray gradient front, red gradient top & bottom, black sides and a white back 
for easy to read product information.

PACKAGING EXAMPLES | PACKAGING COLOR SIGNATURE 
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Innova Packaging Fronts consist of the Red Gradient Bar at the top containing the Innova logo  
and product number, a brushed Metallic Gray gradient background, product name, graphic, Main-
tenance | Solution | Support (in three languages), Tool function icons and QR/Smart code with 
Innova web address. The front features a product cut-out which makes the product clearly visible to 
the consumer.

PACKAGING EXAMPLES | PACKAGING FRONT
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Product descriptions must always appear in three languages: English | French | Spanish. 
Rules are used to separate the English language from the other two translations. Call-out rules 
should be horizontal when possible. Screen functions and their icons are used to define the tool  
functions. Product photography consists of a 3/4 view of the product when possible.

PACKAGING EXAMPLES | PACKAGING BACK
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Product descriptions must always appear in three languages: English | French | Spanish. 
Right side panel is used to show the ease of use, plug in, get solutions, repair with circular photo-
graphs and descriptions. The left side of the packaging describes the products capabilities in a little 
more detail.

PACKAGING EXAMPLES | PACKAGING SIDE PANELS

Left Side Panel Right Side Panel
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | PRODUCT CARTON
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | BLISTER
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | LABELS
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | SLEEVES

Back Panel

Left Side Panel

Front Panel

Right Side Panel

Sleeves only have 4 sides, so the information that would typically be 
found on the bottom side of the packaging has to be incorporated into 
the right side panel of the sleeve.
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | DISPLAYS

Battery Monitor
3721

Quickly Test Your Alternator and Battery

MRP # 95-0759
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | STANDARD CARTON
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PACKAGING EXAMPLES | MASTER CARTON


